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A Brief Report
On
Online
nline Mushaira on Covid-19
HKM Degree College Bandipo
andipora Conducted successfully an online Mehfil
Me
Mushaira on
Covid-19 today on 6th of Septe
September 2020 from (3:00 pm to 5pm) (IST).
The Mushaira was presided
ided by eminent poet, broadcaster and media
medi personality Mr
Farooq Nazki while the program
rogram was anchored by Dr Tahir Mahmood,
d, Deptt
De of Urdu of the
College. The Famous poets
ets an
and writers like Farooq Nazki, Ayaz Rasool
asool Nazki, Dr Shafaq
Sopori, Nazir Azad, Fayaz
yaz T
Taligami, Shahnaz Rashid, Hassan Azhar,
Azhar Shabir Ahmad
Shabir, Parvaz Maanous,, Nis
Nisar Aizam and others were presentt in the
t
virtual mehfil
Musharia. In his presidential
ential address Farooq Nazki while congratula
ratulating the College
administration for conducting
ting ssuch online Mushaira, laid emphasis on its importance and
utility in promoting Urdu and
nd Ka
Kashmiri literature. He talked about the pandemic,
pand
its effect in
isolating the humanity and
nd th
the importance of this topic in the poetry
poetr under present
circumstances. Participants
ts inc
including students, faculty of the colleges,
s, poets,
poe scholars, from
Kashmir and outside states
tes we
were present in the online Musharia. The salient
s
features of
Musharia were the presentatio
ntations of mesmerizing poetry by the eminent
inent poets which not
only entertained the poetry
try lov
lovers but remained a source of attraction
ction for participants in
general.
Earlier, the program started wit
with the welcome address by Principal of the College Dr Mohd
Amin Malik who talked about
bout the aim of conducting such event in
n the pandemic times.
While welcoming the guests
sts he said that poets, intellectuals, academician
micians are our assets
as they give new ideas and
nd op
opinions that can reshape our society. Their
heir thoughts
t
can help
people regain their strength
th and courage from sinking into the pit of despair?
despa The Musharia
concluded with a vote of thanks
hanks by Mr Fazaz Ahmad.
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